Engineering student wins a silver medal in East Asian Games
Victor Ma Yik-kau, a Year 2 engineering student of HKU, won a silver medal in the East Asian Games 2009 in men’s Windsurfing Mistral Light Weight Class.

Biochemistry and Medical students team up with BaptistU students to win gold medal in International Genetically Engineered Machine Competition 2009 organised by MIT
The joint team won the prize with their "Bactomotor: The Bacteria Driven Motor" research project. "Bactomotor" has been designed to convert biological energy into mechanical work, attempting to solve the problem of insufficient locomotive power in mechanical nano-robots. The technology has potential to be applied in fields such as biomedicine, bio-energy and bioengineering.
FBE students excel in Hong Kong Social Enterprise Challenge 2009

Two students of the Faculty of Business and Economics, Patrick Bostrom and Stephanie Liu Han, won the championship for their project on intercultural education (ICE), in partnership with students from other universities in the Hong Kong Social Enterprise Challenge 2009. The project aims to empower global learners in a diverse environment through integrating personal development workshops for local youth. Both students also won the Best Presentation Award in the semi-final of the competition.

Medical student excels in a number of musical instrument competitions

Lee Yin-ling, a Year 1 student of Medicine, is awarded in several musical instrument competitions in 2009, including the Halil Team and the Bamboo Flute Team at the First International Chinese National Musical Instrument Series Invitation Tournament 2009, New Tune Cup Chinese Music Solo Competition 2009 (Grade 9-10 Wind Instruments Group) and the Tsuen Mun Chinese and Western Instruments Competition 2009 (Chinese Instruments Public Group).

Architecture student awarded at Young Writers’ Debut Competition

Amy Chan Ngai-yin, an architecture graduate, was awarded at the Young Writers’ Debut Competition organised by the SHKP Book Club in collaboration with Joint Publishing in 2009. Her winning entry, entitled “Eggs of Hong Kong: A Dialogue between People and Architecture”, was launched at the Book Fair 2009. The book is not only about architecture, but also investigates the history, local culture and transformation of Hong Kong. Amy hopes that readers can travel around Hong Kong with her book to explore and experience the city in a brand-new way.

Everyone reads and listens to amazing stories from Poland.

Secondary school students take a picture together with their friends from Greece. The students learn to play Wushu drumming and dancing.

Medical student excels in a number of musical instrument competitions

Lee Yin-ling (second from right) is the champion in the Grade 9-10 Wind Instruments Group with First Class Award in the New Tune Cup Chinese Music Solo Competition 2009.
